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Appendix 1 

 
Agent-based Model Description 

 
The following sections present the model used in this study following the ODD protocol (Grimm 
et al. 2006). 
 
1 PURPOSE 
 
This model has been designed to investigate the impact of different incentive structures for the 
maintenance of forest cover on rural properties on overall forest cover, ranchland profitability, 
and social equity among ranchers with different endowments. 
 
As a note, this model borrows architecture from an earlier model designed to investigate the 
impact of different policies on water quality, and retains the hydrological model built therein, 
though this sub-model is only used here to estimate evapotranspiration from pasture grass. 
 
2 STATE VARIABLES AND SCALES 
 
The modeled environment consists of a two-dimensional grid space representing a ranching 
landscape.  Each grid cell has land distributed into three land uses – forest, pasture, and degraded 
pasture – and a stock of standing grass biomass growing on the fraction of land in pasture.  The 
modeling space includes a set of agents or ‘Ranchers’, each of which ‘occupies’ a subset of the 
cells in the landscape.  This subset of cells comprises the ‘ranch’ of a given agent; all grid cells 
are allocated to be part of one ranch. 
 
The ranchers each maintain a stock of cattle, allocated across the pastured fraction of the grid 
cells in their ranch.  They have a stock of cash received from the sale of cattle and used to 
maintain and change land, as well as supplement cattle diets, pay household costs, and purchase 
new land.  They may possess environmental licenses, which give them access to better market 
prices for their cattle.  They also maintain network connections of varying strength with the other 
ranchers in the landscape, and observe from other ranchers in the network how often they are 
monitored with respect to licensing requirements; these connections also serve as proxies for 
capital and labor support, and can allow farmers to operate at effectively higher scales (as though 
they were sharing capital such as tractors and working as teams). 
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Processes in the modeled environment occur at two distinct time scales.  Physical and biological 
processes such as rainfall, grass growth, and pasture degradation are resolved in a daily time 
step; agent decision processes such as the stocking and culling of cattle, modification of land use, 
and sale of land are resolved at a decision interval, which can be defined by the user to be every 
month, every 3 months, each year, etc. (In the present study, the decision interval is resolved at 1 
year intervals). 
 
3 PROCESS OVERVIEW AND SCHEDULING 
 

 
Figure A1.1:  Simulation Flow Chart.  Processes completed in each daily time-step are shown on the left.  
Processes occurring at each decision interval (which may be defined to occur at intervals of 1-month, 6-
month, 1-year, etc.) are shown in the middle column.  Processes tied to the land auction and redistribution of 
land and cattle (which occurs at the end of each decision interval) are indicated in the right column. 
 
4 DESIGN CONCEPTS 
 
4.1 Emergence 
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The aggregate, landscape scale patterns of forest cover, profitability, and social equity (see 
Observation below for measures) emerge out of the decisions of the ranchers, which in turn are 
informed by their observations of their own properties and communication with other ranchers. 
 
4.2 Adaptation 
 
Ranchers adjust their expectation of being visited by a monitor based on their observations of 
other ranchers in the network being monitored, and use this expectation to decide how closely to 
the requirements of the license they need to remain. 
 
4.3 Fitness 
 
The rancher’s cash stock, cattle, and land become measures of fitness in this model; ranchers 
without sufficient revenue must sell off their cattle and eventually their land to stay afloat.  Unfit 
ranchers are those who are unable to maintain their wealth and sell off remaining land to leave 
the landscape. 
 
4.4 Prediction 
 
Ranchers have the expectation that future likelihoods of monitoring will reflect the previous 
history of monitoring, and use this historical memory as a predictor of monitoring likelihood. 
 
4.5 Sensing 
 
Ranchers are aware of what is occurring on their property – how much cattle they have, how well 
the grass is growing, how much it is raining, and how their land is distributed into land-use 
classes – and learn of monitoring visits on other farms through interactions with other ranchers in 
the network. 
 
4.6 Interaction 
 
Ranchers interact to exchange information on monitoring visits. Also, the strength of network 
connections a rancher has with others in the network serves as a proxy for the capacity to share 
capital equipment and labor, and thus can allow smaller farms to behave more like larger farms 
(see Ranching Network in Sub-models section) 
 
4.7 Stochasticity 
 
Parameters for grass capacity and growth rate for each cell are drawn from random distributions.  
Daily rainfall is also drawn from a random distribution.  Interactions among particular ranchers 
occur at each decision interval stochastically based on the strength of the connection between 
them (which in turn is determined randomly). Additionally, the selection of sites to monitor in a 
given period, as well as the decision to strip farmers of their licenses, involve numbers drawn 
from random distributions. 
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In all instances, these distributions are used to substitute for complex causal processes (leading to 
rainfall, interactions, and discovery of violations, etc.) that are beyond the scope of the current 
model to reproduce. 
 
4.8 Collectives 
 
Ranchers are all part of a network and share links of varying strength to all other ranchers in the 
system.  These links shape the likelihood that monitoring events happening to one rancher will 
be communicated to the other, and as well, the aggregate sum of link strengths one rancher has to 
other ranchers becomes a proxy for the ability to share resources with other ranchers and act as 
an effectively larger farm. 
 
4.9 Observation 
 
Aggregate properties of the ranching system are observed through an environmental variable (the 
forested fraction of the landscape), an economic variable (the average profitability per hectare of 
ranching across the landscape) and a social variable (the property GINI, a measure of how evenly 
land resources, on an area basis, are distributed among the ranchers present at the beginning of 
the simulation). 
 
5 INITIALIZATION 
 
Grid cells in the space are initialized as completely covered in pasture, with a randomly drawn 
growth rate and per-hectare grass capacity.  Specifically, the variability δ is used in the initial 
model setup to define the land characteristics G*

max, and kgrass for each grid cell, such that: 
 

 

€ 

Gmax
* =Gmax,base

* 1± 1+U −δ,δ[ ]( )( )  (A1.1)  

  (A1.2)  

 
where U is a uniform random distribution. 
 
Ranch agents are allocated land based on the distribution observed in the sample collected in the 
current study (see main article), and given initial cash endowment to begin stocking their land, 
paying expenses, and maintaining pasture.  Information links among ranchers are drawn 
randomly.  The complete table of model parameters is included as Appendix 2 to this study. 
 
6 Input 
 
See the description of experiments in the main article. 
 
7 SUB-MODELS 
 
The following sections outline the following sub-models: climate, hydrology, cattle growth, 
grass growth, and pasture degradation, which are resolved at a daily time-step using a Runge-
Kutta 4-step algorithm; and the set of processes involving ranchers at the decision-interval scale, 
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including land-use change, cattle stocking, land sale, calculation of costs, environmental 
licensing, and the ranching network connections. 
 
7.1 Climate 
 
In the model, daily precipitation for day j is drawn from an exponential distribution of mean λk, 
where k is the month of the year: 
 

 

€ 

Precipitation j (mm) = X ~ Exp 1+ ΔPrec( )λk[ ] (A1.3)  
 
That is, all precipitation values for days j that fall in the same month k will be drawn from the 
same distribution. Integer values for each month have been chosen that preserve rainy-dry season 
structure and an average rainfall for the region of about 1800-2200 mm per year, consistent with 
actual field measurements for Rondônia (von Randow et al. 2004).  The term (1+ΔPrec) scales the 
annual precipitation up or down by the factor ΔPrec. 
 
7.2 Hydrology 
 
The model includes a full hydrological sub-model that partitions incoming rainfall into overland 
flow, groundwater runoff, and evapotranspiration.  This submodel was designed to investigate 
rates of overland flow and soil erosion, though these outcomes are not of interest to the current 
study.  The full hydrological model is introduced in this appendix however, as the 
evapotranspiration outcome is used to calculate grass growth. 
 
A component of the precipitation is taken up on the leaf surface and lost as evapotranspiration, 
while the remaining precipitation reaches the ground as throughfall (Figure A1.2).  Assuming a 
mean duration levent hours for rainfall events, there may be some component of rainfall in intense 
storms that exceeds the infiltration capacity for the soil (though in the present set of experiments 
there was no such infiltration excess). 
 

  
 
Figure A1.2: Hydrological submodel scheme 
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Some component of the throughfall flows over the surface as saturation excess.  Together, 
infiltration and saturation excess make up the total overland flow in the system.  The remaining 
throughfall enters the ground, and some component is taken up by plant roots; the remainder 
exits the system as stream runoff.  This system is represented mathematically by: 
 

  
 

(A1.4)  

  

 

(A1.5)  

 
 

(A1.6)  

  

 

(A1.7)  

  
 

(A1.8)  

  (A1.9)  
 
Where L and R are the length and rise of the grid cell, fixed by the slope parameter and the total 
area per grid cell, and SC and SD are the soil water capacity and soil depth, respectively.  This 
hydrological model is similar to that implemented by the Soil and Water Assessment Tool 
(SWAT) (Neitsch et al. 2005), minus a baseflow component (which is not relevant for the 
calculation of evapotranspiration).  Potential evapotranspiration is assumed to be constant for 
forested land, and to vary linearly with the amount of grass in pastureland, so that: 
 

  (A1.10)  

 
where fpast and ffor are the fractions of land in the grid cell committed to pasture and forest, 
respectively, G is the grass biomass, Gmax is the grass capacity for the grid cell, and EV0,pot is the 
nominal evapotranspiration.  In this model, a grid cell fully committed to forest or filled to 
capacity with grass will have potential evapotranspiration of EV0,pot, while any consumption of 
grass or degradation of pasture will lead to lower potential evapotranspiration.  This simple 
model reproduces the observed large drops in pasture potential evapotranspiration during the dry 
season, and the relatively stable potential evapotranspiration of forested land. 
 
7.3 Cattle 
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Cattle are modeled with a logistic growth rate: 
 

  (A1.11)  

 
where M is the mass of the animal, Mmax is the maximum mass, and kcattle is the intrinsic relative 
growth rate.  It is assumed for simplicity that ranchers provide for cattle even when grass is 
insufficient, so that their overall growth rate is unaffected in this simulation. 
 
7.4 Grass 
 
Grass growth in each grid cell is modeled by simple carrying-capacity-limited growth, in a 
similar manner as cattle but with water for evapotranspiration as an additional constraint and 
with consumption of grass by cattle: 
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where G is the grass stock for the grid cell in kg dry mass, G*

max is the grass capacity per hectare 
and Ap is the area in pasture, kgrass the maximum growth rate for the cell, EVact the actual water 
available for evapotranspiration, and Udaily,agg the total daily consumption of grass by cattle in the 
pasture.  Note that as Ap  changes (as pasture degrades or is restored) the grass growth rate (in 
absolute terms) for the cell will change. 
 
The purpose of the logistic model, as applied to both cattle and grass, is to reproduce the basics 
of growth – low growth rates when the cow is small (or when grass is scarce), low growth rates 
when the cattle is nearing maturity (or when grass is nearing capacity), and faster growth rates in 
between.  
 
7.5 Pasture degradation 
 
The only mechanism by which land use changes at the daily time-step scale is through pasture 
degradation, which occurs according to the relationship: 
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  (A1.13)  

 
where Adp and Ap are the areas of degraded pasture and pasture respectively, L0 is the nominal 
lifetime of pasture expressed as days, and N and N0 are the actual and nominal numbers of cattle 
on the land.  This simple relationship gives a degradation rate that is inversely proportional to the 
nominal lifetime of the pasture (10 years, in this study) (Mattos and Uhl 1994), and directly 
proportional to the density of cattle in the pasture. 
 
7.6 Land-use change 
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Ranchers base their land-use decisions on the present value of expected returns, at discount rate d 
and over the average lifetime of a pasture, of three different options:  restoring degraded pasture, 
clearing new forest, or restoring forest.  When ranchers possess an environmental license, the 
expected values for each of these options are: 
 

  (A1.14)  

 
  (A1.15)  

 
  (A1.16)  

 
When they do not possess licenses, the expected values are: 
 

  (A1.17)  

 
  (A1.18)  

 
  (A1.19)  

 
where C indicates a cost, I income, and PV a present value.  The subscript e denotes expected, 
and the subscripts r, c, dp, p, f, n and wc denote restore, clear, degraded pasture, pasture, forest, 
nutrient, and water charge, respectively.  The bracketed expressions modifying the PV(Ie,p) terms 
reflect the changes in income that result from losing or gaining the environmental license.  All of 
the individual cost terms (Cr,dp, Cc,f, Cr,f, Ce,n) above are explained in the following Cost 
Structure and Environmental Licensing sections. 

Ranchers are able to modify up to Achange hectares of land during each time step.  If, for example, 
clearing new forest had the highest present value, the rancher would begin by clearing an amount 
of forest equal to the lesser of i) the amount of forest available to clear, ii) the amount of forest 
the rancher could afford to clear, or iii) the amount of land he was able to change in the time step 
(Achange).  In the case of (i) (i.e., the rancher was constrained by the amount of forest left, rather 
than by money or labor/time constraints), the rancher would then proceed to option with the 
second highest present value, and so on.   

Within each grid cell, the way in which each choice is implemented spatially is different.  New 
pastures are cleared in the order of proximity to roads.  Degraded pastures are restored in the 
order of the severity of erosion from each grid cell (this decision is related to the dual purpose of 
this model in addressing issues of water quality discussed in the Purpose section).  Forests are 
restored (ie, riparian buffers are planted) in strips of width wbuffer in cells in the order of the 
severity of erosion emanating from the cell.   
 
7.7 Cattle stocking 
 
Ranching agents stock their pastures with cattle at a rate based on the average grass growth rate 
on their land: 
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  (A1.20)  

 
where C is the stocking rate in head of cattle per hectare, f is a scalar multiplier (calibrated in 
these experiments to 2.4 – see Appendix 3), (dG/dt)avg is the observed average growth rate of 
grass per hectare over the year, Apasture is the total pasture area on the property, Udaily,kg is the 
nutrient requirement of cattle per kg of body mass per day, Mmax is the maximum weight of 
cattle, Mcattle,avg is the average weight of a head of cattle over its lifetime, and tslaughter is the age at 
which cattle are slaughtered, expressed as the number of decision intervals.    
 
7.8 Land sale 
 
We follow the approach of other agent-based rural land market models (Berger 2001, Happe et 
al. 2006) and allow ranchers who fall into deficit the option of putting a parcel of their land up 
for sale in order to fill their income gap.  Ranchers begin by selling off cattle, until the cattle 
density on their property falls below the capacity of (n-1) land cells, where n is the current size 
of their property in grid cells.  They then put up a parcel of land to potentially be sold in an 
auction, and continue the cycle until the revenue from cattle sold plus the potential revenue from 
land put up for sale offsets the current deficit.  The potential revenue from land sale per hectare 
is estimated by the seller as the average of observed values per hectare (based on the values for 
land calculated by ranchers in equations A.11-A.16) communicated through the network at each 
timestep.  The ranchers’ estimates for land value stabilize during the 10-year spin-up period as 
they have the opportunity to sell cattle and stock land appropriately. 
   
For each parcel in the auction, neighboring ranches that have profit to invest place a bid on the 
parcel equal to the shadow price of the land, given their stocking rate and cost structure, and the 
highest bidder wins the auction.  As noted by Happe, the actual price paid for the parcel should 
lie somewhere between the maximum the buyer is willing to pay (the auction bid) and the 
minimum that the seller will accept (Happe et al. 2006).  In this model, we do not have a good 
basis to estimate the minimum acceptable bid, since in all cases the seller is already losing 
money on their land; as a simplifying assumption we set the actual price paid to equal a fraction 
of 0.9 times the winning bid. 
 
7.9 Rancher cost structure 
 
Ranchers are subject to a number of different costs during each decision interval.  Each rancher 
has a basic household cost Ch that is constant across all ranchers.  Additionally, each rancher 
pays overhead costs that are a linear function of farm size: 
 

  (A1.21)  
 
where Co is estimated at about $100/ha, based on the data shown in Figure A1.3. When grass 
growth rates are insufficient to sustain cattle on the land (interpreted in this model as whenever 
grass stocks drop below half of their capacity, i.e., fall below their maximum growth rate), 
ranchers must supplement the balance of cattle dietary needs externally at a cost of Cn: 
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€ 

Cn = Cn,kg Udaily,agg − G −G1/ 2( )( )
days
∑

lots
∑  (A1.22)  

 
where G, Udaily,agg, and G1/2 are the grass stock, demanded grass, and grass half-capacity, 
respectively, all in kg dry mass, and Cn,kg is the unit cost of supplementing. 
 
Ranchers incur costs when they change land use to clear forest or restore pasture or degraded 
pasture.  These costs are modeled as sigmoidal functions of farm size, implying that the marginal 
cost of land use change decreases as farms grow in size and, presumably, become more 
mechanized: 
 

  (A1.23)  

 
where i denotes forest clearing, degraded pasture restoration to pasture, or pasture restoration to 
forest; cmax and cmin are the maximum and minimum possible costs, Aactual is the farm size, Amech 
is the midpoint of the drop in the sigmoid, interpreted here as a ‘mechanization point’, and r is a 
parameter that controls the steepness of the drop.  The basis for this mechanization point comes 
from our survey; we asked ranchers what types of technology they owned or made use of, and 
used tractors as an indicator of farm mechanization (Figure A1.3). 
 

 
 
Figure A1.3: Use and ownership of tractors by survey respondents as an indicator of mechanization.  The n 
for each bar represents the number of properties of that size in the simulation. 
 
While ownership of tractors is clearly more limited to larger properties, even smaller properties 
have access to tractors – through neighbors or membership in syndicates and associations – and 
are able to function more efficiently.  This maps into a lower cost for maintenance per hectare of 
land (Figure A1.4).  Participants in the survey were not able to give reliable breakdowns of their 
annual costs to maintain their land; however, they were able to give rough estimates of the 
overall amount of money they had spent for maintenance in the previous year – this value, 
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normalized by the land they have in pasture, is what is shown in Figure A1.4.  Because, for 
smaller properties in particular, some land in the property is committed to more cost-intensive 
crops, these results should not be taken as a pure signal of how ranching costs vary across scale.  
They do however suggest that maintenance costs drop off quickly as ranches grow and gain 
access to technology such as tractors. 
 

 
Figure A1.4: General maintenance cost per hectare per year ($R) for properties using some fraction of land 
to raise cattle.  Smaller properties tend also to grow crops, so that the rise in cost for smaller properties is at 
least partially explained by increased use of fertilizers and pesticides. The n for each bar represents the 
number of properties of that size in the simulation. 
 
Based on visual inspection of the patterns in the use of tractors, the costs to maintain land, and 
the proportion of the property (Figure A1.5) that is maintained in a year, the ‘mechanization 
point’ appears to lie somewhere between 40 and 80ha; the simulations in this study use a value 
of 50ha. 
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Figure A1.5: Proportion of pasture on property recuperated each year. The n for each bar represents the 
number of properties of that size in the simulation. 
 
This same functional form as that for the land change costs is used to evaluate the ability of a 
rancher to make land use change within a decision interval, although here Achange grows as a 
function of farm size, to imply greater mechanization and land-use change capacity: 
 

  (A1.24)  

 
where Achange is the area of land the rancher can modify in one decision interval, Aactual is the size 
of the ranch, and Amech is the inflection point between non-mechanized and mechanized 
properties. 
 
7.10 Environmental Licensing 
 
The model for environmental licensing is simple.  Ranchers are granted a license at the 
beginning of the simulation period, which stipulates that they must reforest their properties up to 
the target forest proportion ftarg,final by the end of the management period T.  This corresponds to 
a required annual rate of reforestation, and ranchers failing to reforest their properties close to the 
required rate run the risk of having their licenses revoked. 
 
Rancher income changes depending on whether the rancher possesses an environmental license.  
Ranchers not in possession of a license have more difficulty selling their cattle, such that the 
overall income they receive is a proportion ΔEI lower than the market price for their product.  
Thus, for ranchers with a license, the decision to clear a hectare of forest changes their expected 
income by:  
 

 
 

 (A1.25)  
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where PV(Ie,p) is the expected income at market price derived from one hectare of pasture, ΔEI is 
the proportional change in received income with a loss in license,  Ap+1 is the new area of 
pasture following the clearing, pmon is the probability of being monitored during a period and 
Δplose is the change in the probability that the monitor will strip the rancher of their license, given 
by: 
 

 
  (A1.26)  

 
  (A1.27)  

 
where fact is the actual proportion of forested area on the property and ftarg,i is the target forest 
proportion on the property for year i.  If they fail to maintain sufficient forest land and lose their 
licenses, this only means that the rate of reforestation they will need in order to regain their 
licenses is higher each year:  
 

 
  (A1.28)  

 
where Δftarg,i is the proportion of new forest expected at the end of each year, T is the total length 
of the management period, and t is the current year in the management period. 
Similarly, for ranchers without licenses, the decision to clear a hectare of forest changes their 
expected income by: 
 

 
 

 (A1.29)  

 
where it is assumed that pmon is 1 for ranchers without licenses (i.e., they are continually 
monitored until the license is restored) and Δpgain is the change in the probability that the monitor 
will strip the rancher of their license, given by: 
 

 
  

(A1.30)  

 
  

(A1.31)  

 
7.11 Ranching Network 
 
The expected probability of being monitored pmon (i.e., having a site visit) for each rancher is 
informed by what ranchers hear from other ranchers in the watershed.  Ranchers observe the 
frequency that ranches are being visited as a function of their size and use this information to 
estimate the frequency with which their own ranch will be monitored and fined.  The better the 
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information they have about other ranchers in their watershed, the better their estimates of 
expected visit likelihoods will be. 
 
There are a number of contributing factors to the strength of a network link between two 
particular ranchers – they may belong to the same rural syndicate or agricultural cooperative, 
they may share pastures or work together in volunteer work parties or mutirão, or they may be 
family, for example.  Because these links are shaped by a number of different events, this study 
models their strength with a normal distribution.  In the g x g matrix P, where g is the number of 
ranchers present at the start of the simulation, the strength of the link between two ranchers i and 
j is given by: 
 

  (A1.32)  
 
where δ is the parameter for variability (δp gives the standard deviation) and N indicates a 
normal distribution.  When rancher i is fined in a given time period, Pij is the probability that he 
communicates to rancher j that he was fined. 
 
Network links may provide more than just information.  Membership in syndicates and 
cooperatives and relationships with other ranchers may provide access to labor resources as well 
as equipment.  In this sense, network ties may make smaller farms more resilient by allowing 
them to behave, from a cost perspective, more like larger farms.  In this simulation, this effect is 
interpreted as an effective size for each farm, given by: 
 

  (A1.33)  

 
where Aeff,I is the effective farm size for rancher i, and q is a scaling factor.  When q is small, the 
contribution of other farms to the effective farm size is large; when q is very large, network ties 
have little effect on the effective size of the farm for rancher i.  The nature of the sigmoid curve 
used to model costs as a function of size means that large properties will gain little in this way, 
while small ranchers have more to gain by sharing resources. 
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